Exploiting Spatial Correlation for Improved Prediction in 5G Cellular Networks
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Abstract—The complexity of the fifth generation of cellular systems (5G) will call for the deployment of advanced Machine Learning (ML) techniques to control and optimize the network. In this paper, we present an application of machine learning to predict the number of users in each base station of a cellular network, based on a dataset with real data collected from hundreds of base stations of a major U.S. national operator. We show that by exploiting the spatial correlation introduced by the mobility of the users it is possible to improve the prediction accuracy with respect to that of completely distributed methods, based on local information only, with a reduction of the prediction error by up to 53%. Finally, we describe a use case in which these predictions are used by a higher-layer application to route vehicular traffic according to network Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).

I. INTRODUCTION

The future generations of cellular networks will be designed to satisfy the communication needs of the connected society for 2020 and beyond. According to [2], 5G networks will support data rates and spectral efficiencies much higher than 4G, with multi-gigabit-per-second peak data rates, ultra-low latency (i.e., 1 ms round-trip in the radio access), highly mobile communications, up to $10^6$ connections per km$^2$ and a 100-fold increment in energy efficiency.

The solutions that next generation networks will introduce to satisfy these requirements (e.g., mmWave communications, ultra-dense networks, massive MIMO [3]) will increase the complexity of the network, which will consequently need to self-optimize and operate in an autonomous way. In this context, the integration of intelligence in the network through ML and Artificial Intelligence (AI) is seen as a promising enabler of self-organizing approaches [4], and also new applications, as we will show in this paper. The usage of ML and AI techniques to perform autonomous operations in cellular networks has been widely studied in recent years, with use cases that range from optimization of video flows [5] to energy-efficient networks [6] and resource allocation [7]. This direction is combined with the usage of big-data analytics, that leverages the massive amounts of data generated in mobile networks to yield deeper insights on the behavior of networks at scale [8]. However, despite the importance of this topic, the state of the art lacks considerations on the actual gains that ML approaches can introduce in real large-scale cellular network scenarios.

In this paper we focus on the application of machine learning techniques to predict the number of active users in the base stations of a cellular network. We propose to exploit the spatial correlation that naturally exists in a cellular networks, and is introduced by the constrained mobility of the users in an urban environment, to improve the performance of the prediction algorithms with respect to the state of the art, with a reduction of the prediction error by up to 53%. We characterize the accuracy of the proposed prediction scheme by leveraging a dataset from a major U.S. operator, with hundreds of base stations in the San Francisco area. We test the proposed solution (based on Gaussian Process Regressors (GPRs)) against other techniques (Random Forest Regressors (RFRs), Bayesian Ridge Regressors (BRRs)), leveraging the architecture and clustering process described in [1]. Finally, we describe a possible application of the ML pipeline for the prediction of KPIs in a cellular network, where the users of the mobile networks drive through a city and choose among multiple available routes also according to the predicted quality of the connection on any path.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we review the relevant state of the art, and in Sec. III we describe the dataset that will be used in this paper. Then, in Sec. IV we introduce the relevant ML algorithms, the prediction pipeline and the results we obtained, and illustrate the application of the ML infrastructure in Sec. V. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec. VI.

II. STATE OF THE ART

The deployment of ML techniques in cellular networks is a theme that has drawn a lot of attention recently, due to the restored importance of ML and AI throughout all facets of the industry. The surveys in [9], [10] review recent results related to the application of regression and classification techniques to mobile and cellular scenarios, to optimize the performance of complex networks. Reference [11] gives an overview of how machine learning can play a role in next-generation 5G cellular networks, and lists relevant ML techniques and algorithms. The usage of big-data-driven analytics for 5G is considered in [12], [13], with a discussion on how data-driven approaches can empower self-organizing networks. However, none of these papers provides results based on real large-scale datasets of cellular operators that show the actual gains of data-driven and machine-learning-based approaches.

Furthermore, several papers report results on the prediction of mobility patterns of users in cellular networks. The authors of [14], [15] use network traces to study human mobility.
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patterns, with the goal to infer large-scale patterns and understand city dynamics. Reference [16] proposes to use a leap graph to model the mobility pattern of single users. With respect to the state of the art, in this paper we focus on the prediction of the number of users associated to a base station, in order to provide innovative services to the users themselves, and propose a novel cluster-based approach to improve the prediction accuracy.

III. THE DATASET

This section describes the dataset that will be used to train and test the machine learning algorithms discussed in this paper. The network traces we utilize are based on the monitoring logs of 472 base stations of a national U.S. operator in the San Francisco area, for more than 600000 User Equipments (UEs) per day, properly anonymized during the collection phase. The base stations in the dataset belong to a 4G LTE-A deployment, which at the time of writing represents the most advanced cellular technology commercially deployed at a large scale. We argue that, even if 5G NR networks will have more advanced characteristics than Long Term Evolution (LTE), this dataset can represent a first NR deployment at sub-6 GHz frequencies in a dense urban scenario. The measurement campaign was run in February 2017 (01/31/2017 – 02/26/2017), with monitoring logs collected every day from 3 P.M. to 8 P.M.. Fig. 1 shows an example of time series for different metrics from 4 LTE evolved Node Bases (eNBs), with a time step of 5 minutes.

Given the sensitive nature of this data, we applied standard policies to make sure that individuals’ privacy was not undermined with the data collection and processing. In this regard, the International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) (i.e., the identifier associated to a single user in the traces) of each UE was anonymized through hashing. Additionally, the analysis in this paper only uses aggregate metrics, which do not single out the behavior of any particular user. First, user data is grouped for each cell (i.e., mapped to a sector and carrier frequency) and, then, the data for the cells in the same base station (i.e., with the RF equipment in the same physical location) is aggregated again.

The traces used in this paper register a number of standardized events in LTE eNBs, mostly involving the mobility of users. The raw data is further processed to define time series of different quantities of interest in each eNB at different time scales (from minutes to weeks), such as (i) the eNB utilization, represented by the ratio of used and available Physical Resource Blocks (PRBs); (ii) the number of incoming and outgoing handovers; and (iii) the number of active UEs, i.e., connected and involved in a data exchange. Other metrics could also be extracted, for example related to the user latency, link statistics (e.g., error probability), or different estimates of the user and cell throughput, but the logs reporting these quantities are less frequent and regular than those we consider, and do not represent an accurate source for the estimation of the network performance.

IV. PREDICTING THE NUMBER OF USERS IN BASE STATIONS

In the following paragraphs, we will present procedures and results for the prediction of the number of active users in the base stations of a cellular network. This information can be exploited to predict other relevant KPIs, e.g., the network load, or the user throughput. We will compare the accuracy of the prediction according to two different methods. The first uses only local information (i.e., available in each single base station) to perform the training and the prediction. This strategy can be used in networks where there is no or limited coordination among base stations, which are complete and self-contained pieces of equipment, as in 4G LTE networks. The second strategy, instead, relies on the availability of shared information from a set of neighboring base stations, given that it aims at jointly predicting the number of users in each one, based on the common history of the cluster of base stations. Therefore, it requires a higher level of coordination and information exchange between the base stations and a network controller. For example, as described in [1], this approach can be implemented in a 5G NR network deployed following the xRAN/Open RAN paradigms, where groups of Next Generation Node Bases (gNBs) are associated with edge-based network controllers that handle their control plane.
Considering the San Francisco dataset described in Sec. III, we will first focus on prediction results for a specific set of 22 base stations, clustered with the procedure described in [1], and then extend the analysis to all the 472 available nodes, showing how a cluster-based approach reduces the prediction error with respect to a local-based approach.

### A. Data Preprocessing

The number of users in the base stations of the San Francisco dataset has been sampled with a time step of $T_s = 5$ minutes. The time series were then split into a training set (used for k-fold cross validation) and a test set. In particular, the training set ranges from January 31st to February 20th, and the test set is in the interval between February 21st and February 26th.

Consider $B$ as the set of all the base stations in San Francisco. The goal is to obtain a multi-step ahead prediction of the number of users $N_u(t + L)$ at times $t + 1, \ldots, t + L$, where $i \in B$ is the identifier of the base station, and $L \geq 1$ is the look-ahead step of the forecast. The prediction is based on the data collected before time $t$, which is characterized by three different features. The first two are a boolean $b(t)$ that specifies if the considered day is a weekday, and an integer $h(t) \in \{0, \ldots, 4\}$ that indicates the hour of the day (from 3 P.M. to 8 P.M.). The third feature is given by the past $W$ samples of the number of users, with $W$ the window of the history used for the forecast, i.e., $N_u(t + \tau), \tau \in [-W + 1, 0]$.

We also analyzed other possible features, such as the number of handovers and the cell utilization, but they exhibited a small correlation with the prediction target. Given the daily discontinuities of the dataset, we discard the first $W$ samples of each day, therefore the size of the training ($N_{tr}$) and test ($N_{te}$) sets depends on the value of $W$.

For the local-based prediction, in which each base station learns the future number of users using only its own data, the training and test set are represented by the feature matrix $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N_k, 3W}, k \in \{tr, te\}$, with a vector

$$[N_u(t - W + 1), h(t - W + 1), b(t - W + 1), \ldots, N_u(t), h(t), b(t)]$$

in each row, and by the target vector $y \in \mathbb{R}^{N_k, 1}, k \in \{tr, te\}$. With the cluster-based method, instead, the target of the prediction is the vector of the numbers of users for all the base stations in the cluster. Thus, for the set $C_d = \{i_d, \ldots, j_d\} \subset B$ with the $N_d$ base stations of cluster $d$, each row of the target matrix $Y \in \mathbb{R}^{N_k, N_d}, k \in \{tr, te\}$ is composed by a vector

$$[N_u^{i_d}(t + L), \ldots, N_u^{j_d}(t + L)].$$

(2)

Each row of the feature matrix $X \in \mathbb{R}^{N_k, W(N_d^2 + 2)}, k \in \{tr, te\}$ is instead a vector

$$[N_u^{i_d}(t - W + 1), \ldots, N_u^{j_d}(t - W + 1), h(t - W + 1), b(t - W + 1), \ldots, N_u^{i_d}(t), \ldots, N_u^{j_d}(t), h(t), b(t)].$$

(3)

The values of the numbers of users in the training and test sets are transformed with the function $\log(1 + x)$ and scaled between 0 and 1. The scaling is fitted on the training set, and then applied also to the test set. The metric we consider for the performance evaluation of the different methods and prediction algorithms is the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), defined for a single base station $i$ as

$$\sigma_i = \sqrt{\frac{1}{N_{te}} \sum_{t=1}^{N_{te}} (y_i(t) - \hat{y}_i(t))^2},$$

(4)

with $y_i$ the time series of the actual values for the number of users for base station $i$, and $\hat{y}_i$ the predicted one.

### B. Algorithm Comparison

We consider and compare various machine learning algorithms for prediction: the BRR for the local-based prediction, and the RFR and the GPR for both the local- and the cluster-based forecasts.\footnote{We also considered a strategy based on neural networks (i.e., Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)), however, given the reduced size of the training set, it underperformed with respect to the other regression methods.} The RFR, which for example was used in [21] for population forecast, is a classic ensemble algorithm that (i) trains $N_{tr,f}$ regression trees from samples bootstrapped from the training set and (ii) averages their output for the prediction [20]. Only the implementation from the well-known open-source library scikit-learn [17]. For each algorithm, we compared different values of the past history window $W \in \{1, \ldots, 10\}$ and the hyperparameters of the Gamma priors.\footnote{We also considered a strategy based on neural networks (i.e., Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)), however, given the reduced size of the training set, it underperformed with respect to the other regression methods.}

$$\begin{array}{|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Algorithm} & \text{Hyperparameters} \\
\hline
\text{Bayesian Ridge Regressor [18], [19]} & \alpha = \{10^{-6}, 10^{-3}, 1, 10, 100\}, \lambda = \{10^{-6}, 10^{-3}, 1, 10, 100\} \\
\hline
\text{Random Forest Regressor [20], [21]} & \text{Number of trees } N_{tr,f} = \{1000, 5000, 10000\} \\
\hline
\text{Gaussian Process Regressor [22]} & \alpha = \{10^{-6}, 10^{-4}, 10^{-2}, 0.1\}, \sigma_k = \{0.001, 0.01\} \\
\hline
\end{array}$$

TABLE I: Values of the hyperparameters of the different regressors for the k-fold cross-validation.
two hyperparameters need to be tuned, i.e., the number of trees $N_{rf}$ and the number of random features to sample. For $N_{rf}$, a higher value yields improved generalization capabilities, at the cost of a longer training time. We set the number of random features to sample when splitting the nodes to build additional tree branches equal to the number of features for regression problems, i.e., the number of columns in the training/testing matrix $X$. RFRs support the prediction of both scalars and vectors, therefore they can be applied in the local- and the cluster-based scenarios.

The third algorithm is GPR, i.e., a regressor that fits a Gaussian Process over the input data [22]. It uses a prior with zero mean, and the covariance matrix determined by a kernel. For this problem, we chose a kernel with the following form:

$$k(x_i, x_j) = \sigma_z^2 + x_i \cdot x_j + \left(1 + \frac{d(x_i, x_j)^2}{2\alpha l^2}\right)^{-\alpha} + \delta_{x_i, x_j}. \tag{5}$$

It is given by the sum of a dot product kernel, that can fit non-stationary behaviors, a rational quadratic kernel with $l = 1$, and a white kernel, that models the noisy part of the input. We used the GPR for both single-output and multi-output predictions.

C. Performance analysis

Before applying the aforementioned regressors to the whole available dataset, we consider a sample cluster of $N_0 = 22$ base station (obtained with the clustering process described in [1]), whose relative positions are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3 shows the average RMSE $\hat{\sigma} = E_{i \in C_0} [\sigma_i]$ of the base stations in the set $C_0$ associated to the sample cluster, for different methods using either the local information only, or the cluster-based approach, and a fixed value of the past window $W = 1$. Among the local-based algorithms, the BRR shows the best performance for all the values of the look-ahead step $L$, with a reduction of the RMSE of up to 18% and 55% with respect to the GPR and RFR for $L = 9$. The GPR, instead, yields better results than the RFR for the cluster-based techniques, with an improvement up to 50% (for $L = 1$). As expected, by increasing the look-ahead step $L$ the prediction accuracy decreases. However, when comparing the cluster- and the local-based methods, the former perform better, especially as the look-ahead step increases: the RMSE for the cluster-based GPR saturates around $\hat{\sigma} = 14.8$, while that for both the BRR and the local-based GPR keeps increasing. For small values of $L$, instead, the accuracy of local- and cluster-based methods is similar.

Fig. 3b instead reports the RMSE varying the value of $W$, which is selected in order to minimize the RMSE $\hat{\sigma}$ for each prediction method and value of $L$. Table II reports the values $W$ for the two most accurate methods, the local-based BRR and the cluster-based GPR. It can be seen that, with respect to Fig. 3a, where $W$ is fixed, the difference is limited for the GPR and BRR (i.e., below 5%), while it is more considerable for the local-based RFR.

Furthermore, the spatial dimension (i.e., the usage of a joint prediction based on the cluster) is more impactful on the RMSE than the temporal one (i.e., the past history used as a feature). Indeed, while the RMSE for the GPR and BRR improves by up to 5% by varying $W$, it decreases by up to 50% when comparing the local- and the cluster-based methods. The target of the prediction is indeed the number of users at a cell level (contrary to prior work which focused on single-user mobility prediction [16]), thus the geography of the scenario in which the base stations are deployed actually limits the possible movements of users across neighboring cells. These constraints on the mobility flow translate into a
spatial correlation among the number of users in neighboring base stations at time $t$ and at time $t + L$.

However, there are still some limitations to the accuracy of the prediction. Fig. 4 reports an example of the true and the predicted (for $L = 3$, i.e., 15 minutes ahead) time series for two different base stations, with a low and high number of users. It can be seen that the true time series exhibit daily patterns, but also a high level of noise. As a consequence, the predicted values manage to track the main trend of the true time series, but do not represent the exact value of the number of users in all cases. This is more noticeable with a low number of UEs, as in Fig. 4b, which also shows more limited daily variations.

Given the promising results of the cluster-based approach on the sample cluster, we selected the best performing local- and cluster-based methods, i.e., respectively, the BRR and the GPR, and performed the prediction on all the base stations of the San Francisco area, once again clustered according to the approach in [1]. The average RMSE over all the base stations is reported in Fig. 5. The cluster-based method consistently outperforms the local-based one. The reduction in the average RMSE over all the clusters $E_{clusters}[\hat{\sigma}]$ is 18.3% for $L = 1$ (from $E_{clusters}[\hat{\sigma}] = 7.24$ to $E_{clusters}[\hat{\sigma}] = 6.11$) and is as large as 53% for $L = 9$ (from $E_{clusters}[\hat{\sigma}] = 17.42$ to $E_{clusters}[\hat{\sigma}] = 11.34$).

Fig. 6 reports an example of four different routes in the San Francisco area, three with a similar ETA and a longer one, as reported in Table III. Table III also provides different metrics (which depend on the predicted number of users) associated to the 4 routes and in different dates. Route 1 (in blue), i.e., the quickest one, does not always offer the best performance for the three departure times considered. For example, among

V. ROUTE OPTIMIZATION WITH NETWORK KPIs

Figs. 3 and 5 show that, by exploiting the spatial correlation available in real network deployments, it is possible to accurately forecast the conditions of the network (e.g., in terms of number of users) and predict critical situations even on a medium-timescale horizon (e.g., 45 minutes). The knowledge of the future number of users in base stations can be exploited to improve the performance of the network in various ways. For example, it may allow network operators to perform predictive load-balancing, pre-configure bearers, scale the radio resources to meet the expected demands, and so on. We argue that a practical deployment of these prediction-based optimizations can benefit from the reduction in prediction error yielded by the cluster-based method we propose.

Moreover, the prediction can be used by network operators to also provide innovative services to their users. Consider for example a scenario in which a vehicle travels between two locations (e.g., points $A$ and $B$ in Fig. 6). During the journey, the passengers may use a cellular connection to surf the web, stream multimedia content or attend a conference call. Thus, if multiple routes with similar Estimated Times of Arrival (ETAs) are available, the driver may prefer a route to another according to the expected quality of the connection on the path. Therefore, using the procedure described in this paper, the cellular network operators can predict the number of active users in the cells to forecast relevant KPIs and inform the end users on which is the best route for their journey, thus offering them novel predictive services.
the journeys with comparable travel time, route 2 (in red) has the highest throughput on Feb. 23rd, 19:00, while route 3 (in green) is the best at the same time of the next day. Instead, the longest route, which connects points A and B but is 50% longer than the shortest, always offers the highest average throughput, but, in some cases, may be affected by the longest outage.

Therefore, according to the passengers’ preferences, multiple routes can be identified, with varying throughput and outage performance. Furthermore, different departure times translate into different rankings for the routes. It is not thus possible to simply rely on previous-days average statistics to rank the routes, and this calls for the adoption of the medium-term prediction strategy described in this paper to get a reliable estimate for the actual time interval in which the user will drive, based on the network conditions for that time interval.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we described a possible application of machine learning techniques in cellular networks, i.e., the prediction of the number of users which are connected and exchanging data with the base stations of the network. The results we obtained are based on a dataset from a major U.S. operator, comprising 472 base stations in the San Francisco area, with measurements collected for a month in 2017.

We showed for the first time that the prediction of the number of users is more accurate when the spatial correlation introduced by mobility patterns is accounted for, and that the spatial information yields a higher reduction in the prediction error than the temporal one. Finally, we outlined possible applications of the prediction, ranging from network control to novel user services, with an example based on the real network dataset from San Francisco. As extensions of this work, we will compare additional prediction techniques, and apply the regression to other metrics in the network, to understand the limits of predictability in a cellular network.
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